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ABSTRACT

We investigate the impact of dust-induced gas fragmentation on the formation of the first low-mass, metal-poor stars
(<1 M�) in the early universe. Previous work has shown the existence of a critical dust-to-gas ratio, below which dust
thermal cooling cannot cause gas fragmentation. Assuming that the first dust is silicon-based, we compute critical
dust-to-gas ratios and associated critical silicon abundances ([Si/H]crit). At the density and temperature associated
with protostellar disks, we find that a standard Milky Way grain size distribution gives [Si/H]crit = −4.5 ± 0.1,
while smaller grain sizes created in a supernova reverse shock give [Si/H]crit = −5.3±0.1. Other environments are
not dense enough to be influenced by dust cooling. We test the silicate dust cooling theory by comparing to silicon
abundances observed in the most iron-poor stars ([Fe/H] < −4.0). Several stars have silicon abundances low
enough to rule out dust-induced gas fragmentation with a standard grain size distribution. Moreover, two of these
stars have such low silicon abundances that even dust with a shocked grain size distribution cannot explain their
formation. Adding small amounts of carbon dust does not significantly change these conclusions. Additionally,
we find that these stars exhibit either high carbon with low silicon abundances or the reverse. A silicate dust
scenario thus suggests that the earliest low-mass star formation in the most metal-poor regime may have proceeded
through two distinct cooling pathways: fine-structure line cooling and dust cooling. This naturally explains both
the carbon-rich and carbon-normal stars at extremely low [Fe/H].
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1. INTRODUCTION

The formation of the first stars marks the beginnings of struc-
ture formation, cosmic reionization, and chemical enrichment
(e.g., Bromm et al. 2009 and references within). These so-called
Population III stars formed out of metal-free primordial gas at
the centers of dark matter minihalos (Couchman & Rees 1986;
Haiman et al. 1996; Tegmark et al. 1997; Yoshida et al. 2003).
Due to relatively weak feedback and inefficient cooling, they
had high characteristic masses of order at least tens of solar
masses and therefore short life spans (e.g., Abel et al. 2002;
Bromm et al. 2002; Stacy et al. 2010, 2012; Greif et al. 2011;
Hosokawa et al. 2011).

Although the short lives of Population III stars imply that
they cannot be directly observed anymore, it is believed that
the metals released in their supernovae trigger a transition from
predominantly high mass star formation to a low-mass mode
(Bromm et al. 2001; Schneider et al. 2002). The chemical
abundances of low-mass, metal-poor Population II stars in the
Milky Way stellar halo have been interpreted as traces of the
Population III star era (e.g., Beers & Christlieb 2005; Frebel &
Norris 2013). If this is indeed the case, then an understanding
of the formation process for Population II stars is one way to
probe the epoch of the first stars (Tumlinson 2006; Karlsson
et al. 2013).

However, unlike the formation of Population III stars, whose
gas properties and formation environments are relatively well
understood, the conditions for Population II star formation are
quite uncertain (e.g., Bromm 2013). Introducing even trace
amounts of metals significantly affects the thermal behavior
of collapsing gas clouds (e.g., Omukai et al. 2005). There

are also many possible candidate environments that might be
the formation sites of these stars, ranging from the atomic
cooling halos of the first protogalaxies (e.g., Wise & Abel
2007; Greif et al. 2008, 2010) to post-supernova shock regions
(e.g., Salvaterra et al. 2004; Chiaki et al. 2013b). The two main
theories for how metals cause low-mass star formation are gas
cooling through atomic fine-structure lines (Bromm & Loeb
2003; Santoro & Shull 2006) and gas fragmentation induced by
dust continuum radiation (e.g., Schneider et al. 2006; Omukai
et al. 2010). We will refer to these as “fine-structure cooling”
and “dust cooling,” respectively.

Fine-structure cooling argues that in the absence of sufficient
atomic metal line cooling, gas clouds cannot quickly collapse
beyond a “loitering state” of n ∼ 104 cm−3 and T ∼ 200 K
(Bromm et al. 2002). The presence of molecular hydrogen may
smooth out this metallicity threshold (e.g., Jappsen et al. 2009a,
2009b), but only if there is no soft UV Lyman–Werner (LW)
background produced by the first stars, capable of destroying
molecular hydrogen (Bromm et al. 2001; Safranek-Shrader et al.
2010). Arguably, the presence of such an LW background is
natural, as the same stars that produced the first heavy elements
would also emit LW radiation; thus, the fine-structure threshold
is clearly imprinted, without H2 cooling smoothing it out. If the
gas metallicity is above a critical metallicity of Z/Z� ∼ 10−3.5,
the gas is unstable to vigorous fragmentation (e.g., Santoro &
Shull 2006; Smith et al. 2009). The most important atomic
species are carbon and oxygen (Bromm & Loeb 2003), so the
theory predicts enhancements in these elements. If correct, this
is a natural explanation for the measured carbon enhancement in
many metal-poor stars (Frebel et al. 2007). However, the Jeans
mass of gas fragments formed by just fine-structure cooling is
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�10 M�, which is too massive for a star formed early in the
universe to survive until the present day (Klessen et al. 2012).

In contrast, dust cooling easily causes gas fragmentation at
Jeans masses of ∼0.1–1 M� because it becomes efficient only
at high gas densities and temperatures around 1012 cm−3 and
1000 K. The critical metallicity required for dust cooling to
cause fragmentation is also much lower at Z/Z� ∼ 10−5

(Omukai et al. 2005, 2010; Tsuribe & Omukai 2006; Schneider
et al. 2006, 2012a; Clark et al. 2008; Dopcke et al. 2013).
This dust must have been formed in early supernovae (Gall
et al. 2011). Many dust models have been produced that turn
supernova yields into dust masses (e.g., Todini & Ferrara 2001;
Nozawa et al. 2003; Schneider et al. 2004; Bianchi & Schneider
2007). Most of these models assume steady-state chemistry and
use classical nucleation theory to calculate dust yields. These
approximations may not be applicable in a supernova outflow
environment (Donn & Nuth 1985; Cherchneff & Lilly 2008;
Cherchneff & Dwek 2009, 2010), although see Paquette & Nuth
(2011) and Nozawa & Kozasa (2013). Furthermore, significant
amounts of dust can also be destroyed in supernova reverse
shocks (Silvia et al. 2010).

The large difference in the critical metallicity between these
two cooling mechanisms has sparked some debate about which
one is most relevant for the formation of low-mass metal-poor
stars. This can be observationally tested, as the relevant cooling
mechanisms should leave an imprint on the observed chemi-
cal abundances. Frebel et al. (2007) observationally tested the
fine-structure cooling theory by introducing the transition dis-
criminant Dtrans. They predicted that metal-poor stars forming
through this mechanism must have Dtrans > −3.5 ± 0.2. Nearly
all stars satisfy this criterion (see Frebel & Norris 2013 for
an updated Dtrans figure). The only star known to violate the
Dtrans criterion is SDSS J1029151+1729 (Caffau et al. 2011).
Schneider et al. (2012b) and Klessen et al. (2012) showed that
dust cooling was instead able to explain the formation of this
star. More generally, Schneider et al. (2012a) calculate a critical
dust-to-gas ratio (Dcrit) that could in principle place an observa-
tional restriction on dust cooling, similar to the Dtrans restriction
on fine-structure cooling. However, for metal-poor stars besides
SDSS J1029151+1729, the impact of dust cooling has not been
evaluated in detail.

Ideally, there would be general properties of supernova dust
that could be tested with observations of abundances in metal-
poor stars. Recently, Cherchneff & Dwek (2010) have shown
that when accounting for non-equilibrium chemical kinetics
in dust formation, dust yields are significantly lower and
dominated by silicon-based grains, rather than the carbon grains
that are typical results of most steady-state models. There is
some debate about the extent to which carbon dust formation is
suppressed (e.g., Nozawa & Kozasa 2013). However, if indeed
carbon dust formation is generally suppressed in the early
universe, the silicon abundance of metal-poor stars could be
used as an observational constraint on dust cooling processes.

In this paper, we investigate the impact that silicon-based
dust could have had on the formation process of the first
low-mass stars. Using the silicon-based dust compositions
from Cherchneff & Dwek (2010), we compute critical silicon
abundances and compare them to observations of chemical
abundances in long-lived metal-poor stars. In Section 2, we
describe the dust models used for this paper. In Section 3,
we calculate critical silicon abundances for our dust models,
assessing how differences in chemistry, grain size distribution,
and environment affect this critical threshold. Our main results

are found in Section 4, where we compare our critical silicon
abundances to measurements of metal-poor stars. Section 5
considers evidence for two distinct formation pathways of low-
mass metal-poor stars, and Section 6 discusses the potential
for damped Lyα (DLA) systems to help constrain the star
formation environments. After outlining important caveats in
Section 7 (particularly related to the production of carbon dust),
we conclude in Section 8.

2. DUST MODELS

We first present the dust models used in this paper in
Section 2.1. We then discuss some processes in these dust mod-
els that strongly inhibit carbon dust formation in Section 2.2.

2.1. Dust Chemical Composition and Size Distributions

We use the eight different silicon-based dust chemistries
presented in Cherchneff & Dwek (2010). We assume that these
are representative of typical dust yields in the early universe. The
dust masses are given in Table 1. Although the eight different
models represent different assumptions about the nature of the
supernovae and the dust condensation process, we simply take
them as plausible variations in the chemical composition of dust.
The dominant dust species are SiO2, Mg2SiO4, amorphous Si,
and FeS.

For our calculations in Section 3.1, we require a dust grain
size distribution. However, Cherchneff & Dwek (2010) do not
compute grain size distributions for their dust models. We thus
consider two simple but well-motivated grain size distributions.
The first is a Pollack et al. (1994) “standard” size distribution.
This was used in Omukai et al. (2010), and it is similar to the
Milky Way grain size distribution used in Dopcke et al. (2013).
For spherical dust grains of radius a,

dnstandard

da
∝

⎧⎨
⎩

1 a < 0.005 μm
a−3.5 0.005 μm < a < 1 μm
a−5.5 1 μm < a < 5 μm.

(1)

We also consider a grain size distribution that approximates
the effect of running a post-supernova reverse shock through
newly created dust, based on the size distributions calculated in
Bianchi & Schneider (2007):

dnshock

da
∝

{
1 a < 0.005 μm
a−5.5 a > 0.005 μm.

(2)

From now on, we will refer to these two grain size distributions
as the “standard” and “shock” size distributions. For simplicity,
we assume that each type of dust grain has the same grain
size distribution, though it may also be possible to calculate a
good approximation to the grain size distribution using classical
nucleation theory (Paquette & Nuth 2011). We normalize the
size distributions to number of particles per unit dust mass
(cm−1 g−1) by using the amount of dust mass formed and the
solid-phase chemical density of each type of dust (Semenov
et al. 2003; Patnaik 2003).

2.2. Silicate or Carbon Dust?

We use the Cherchneff & Dwek (2010) dust models to estab-
lish a critical silicon criterion (Section 3.3). Thus, our results
crucially depend on the assumption that the dust composition
is largely silicon based. The most significant non-silicate dust
is typically amorphous carbon. We thus briefly describe why
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Table 1
Dust Model Masses from Cherchneff & Dwek (2010)

ID Model Name SiO2 Fe2SiO4 Mg2SiO4 Si Fe FeS Mg MgO Al2O3 MSi/Mdust [Si/H]crit,standard [Si/H]crit,shock

1 UM ND 20 a 0.039 0 0 0.030 4.6 × 10−5 0.033 3.9 × 10−4 3.9 × 10−4 8.6 × 10−5 0.469 −4.51 −5.27
2 UM D 20 a 0 0 0.089 0.030 4.6 × 10−5 0.033 3.9 × 10−4 3.9 × 10−4 8.6 × 10−5 0.312 −4.62 −5.30
3 M ND 20 0.105 0 0 0.049 4.3 × 10−4 0 1.4 × 10−3 0 8.8 × 10−4 0.625 −4.45 −5.26
4 M D 20 0 0.125 0.160 0.049 0 0 0 0 8.8 × 10−4 0.293 −4.63 −5.37
5 UM ND 170 a 3.638 0 0 1.963 6.7 × 10−5 0.011 8.02 × 10−3 2.5 × 10−6 0.0297 0.648 −4.39 −5.17
6 UM D 170 a 2.577 0 2.474 1.963 6.7 × 10−5 0.011 2.5 × 10−4 2.5 × 10−6 0.0296 0.519 −4.53 −5.33
7 M ND 170 17.3 0 0 8.1 0.004 0 0 0 0.003 0.637 −4.44 −5.25
8 M D 170 12.9 6.6 5.7 8.1 0.004 0 0 0 0.003 0.486 −4.50 −5.29

Notes. Dust masses are in M�. Model names refer to the type of dust model from Cherchneff & Dwek (2010). UM = unmixed, M = mixed; ND = nondepleted, D = depleted. Optical constant references: SiO2, Philipp
(1985); Fe2SiO4, Fabian et al. (2001), Zeidler et al. (2011); Mg2SiO4, Semenov et al. (2003); Si, Piller (1985); Fe, Semenov et al. (2003); FeS, Semenov et al. (2003); Mg, Lynch & Hunter (1998); MgO, Roessler &
Hunter (1991); Al2O3, Toon et al. (1976); C, Zubko et al. (1996).
a Trace amounts of carbon dust.
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carbon dust formation is almost completely inhibited in these
models. We refer the reader to Cherchneff & Dwek (2009, 2010)
for a more extensive discussion.

The chemical mechanisms that inhibit carbon dust formation
depend on the C/O ratio in the supernova ejecta. When the
C/O ratio is less than one, CO formation rapidly depletes the
available carbon. Although there are processes that can destroy
this supply of CO and form short carbon chains, subsequent
oxidation of these chains inhibits dust formation. This effect
is seen despite accounting for non-thermal processes such as
the destruction of CO through high-energy Compton electrons
(Cherchneff & Dwek 2010). When the C/O ratio is greater than
one, small carbon clusters can form but are rapidly destroyed
by the He+ ions that accompany large amounts of carbon.

In radial distributions of supernova ejecta, carbon is always
accompanied by large oxygen or helium abundances (e.g.,
Nozawa et al. 2003). However, if the supernova ejecta is poorly
mixed at a microscopic level, then carbon-rich clouds may form
significant amounts of carbon dust in addition to silicate dust
(Cherchneff & Dwek 2010; Nozawa & Kozasa 2013). Thus, the
suppression of carbon dust may heavily depend on the level of
mixing, which itself depends on the details of the supernova
explosion.

We will follow the assumption of microscopically mixed
supernova ejecta as in Cherchneff & Dwek (2010), which
leads to silicate dust being the dominant form of dust in
the early universe. A major motivation for investigating the
consequences of silicon-based dust is that silicon abundances
measured from the most metal-poor stars are comparable to the
theoretical critical silicon abundances we derive in Section 3.3,
thus offering an empirical test of this important assumption. For
completeness, in Section 7.1, we also explore the impact that
the formation of carbon dust would have on our results.

3. CRITICAL SILICON ABUNDANCE
FOR GAS FRAGMENTATION

In this section, we present the method for calculating the criti-
cal silicon abundance ([Si/H]crit) required for gas fragmentation.
We use a simplified model that only considers dust thermal cool-
ing and adiabatic compressional heating. Many previous papers
have studied these in detail, using a more comprehensive set of
cooling mechanisms that influence a large range of gas densities
(e.g., Omukai 2000; Omukai et al. 2005, 2010; Schneider et al.
2006, 2012a). To derive the critical silicon abundance, we focus
on the density regime where dust cooling dominates.

In Section 3.1 we show how we calculate the dust cooling rate
for a given dust model. In Section 3.2 we use the cooling rate
to calculate a critical dust-to-gas ratio (Schneider et al. 2012a),
which we convert to a critical silicon abundance in Section 3.3.
In Section 3.4, we discuss uncertainties in the Population II star-
forming environment and the implications this may have for our
critical silicon abundance.

3.1. Calculating the Dust Cooling Rate

We describe how to calculate the gas cooling rate due to
dust emission. This calculation closely follows the method in
Schneider et al. (2006). For completeness and convenience of
the reader, we here give a brief summary.

Dust grain emission is well approximated by thermal radiation
(Draine & Li 2001), in which case the cooling rate can be written

Λd = 4σSBT 4
d κPρdβesc, (3)

where σSB is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, Td is the dust
temperature, κP is the temperature-dependent Planck mean
opacity of dust grains per unit dust mass, ρd is the dust mass
density, and βesc is the photon escape fraction. We define the
dust-to-gas ratio as

D ≡ ρd/ρ. (4)

For a given dust composition model, the Planck mean opacity
is given by

κP(Td) =
∫ ∞

0 κλBλ(Td)dλ∫ ∞
0 Bλ(Td)dλ

, (5)

where κλ is the wavelength-dependent opacity in cm2 g−1 and
Bλ(Td) is the Planck specific intensity. κλ can be calculated by

κλ =
∑

i

fiκ
i
λ with κi

λ =
∫ ∞

0
Qi

λ(a)πa2 dni

da
da, (6)

where i denotes different dust species, fi is the mass fraction,
Qi

λ is the area-normalized absorption cross section, and dni/da

is the size distribution. We calculate Qi
λ using Mie theory, with

optical constants taken from the sources listed in Table 1. If
required, we linearly extrapolate the optical constants on a
log–log basis. We plot the Planck mean opacities for all our
dust models in Figure 1, and for comparison we also include
the Planck mean opacities for carbon-heavy dust models in
Schneider et al. (2006, 2012a).

To calculate the dust temperature, we set the dust cooling rate
in Equation (3) equal to the gas–dust collisional heating rate
(Hollenbach & McKee 1979):

Λd = Hd = nndσdvthf (2kBT − 2kBTd), (7)

where n is the number density of atomic hydrogen, nd is the
number density of dust, σd is the dust geometrical cross section,
vth is the thermal velocity of atomic hydrogen, f is a correction
factor for species other than atomic hydrogen, T is the gas
temperature, and Td is the dust temperature. Note that the kinetic
energy per colliding gas particle is 2kBT instead of 1.5kBT
because higher energy particles collide more frequently (Draine
2011). We assume that the gas has a Maxwellian velocity
distribution so the average velocity of atomic hydrogen is

vth =
(

8kBT

πmp

)1/2

. (8)

Since dust is most important at high gas densities, we assume
that the hydrogen in the gas is fully molecular. Then neglecting
the effects of charge or sticking probabilities, we account for the
differences in number density and thermal velocity by setting
f = 1/2

√
2+yHe/2, where yHe = nHe/n = 1/12 for primordial

gas. We can also rewrite

ndσd = ρdS = DμmpnS, (9)

where S is the total dust geometrical cross section per unit dust
mass defined by

S =
∑

i

fiSi with Si =
∫ ∞

0
πa2 dni

da
da (10)

and μ = 1 + 4yHe = 4/3.
In general, solving Equation (7) depends on the dust-to-gas

ratio D because the amount of dust may influence βesc. We
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Figure 1. Planck mean opacity. Top panel shows the standard size distribution,
bottom panel the shock size distribution. The vertical dashed line indicates the
dust sublimation temperatures of 1500 K. For comparison, we also include
Planck mean opacities for the core-collapse supernova model in Schneider et al.
(2006) (dotted line) and the metal-free supernova from Schneider et al. (2012a)
(dash-dotted line), both of which contain significant amounts of carbon dust.
These lines terminate when the dust has sublimated.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

assume βesc = min(1, τ−2), which is suitable for radiative
diffusion out of an optically thick gas (Omukai 2000). The
optical depth τ is given by

τ = (κgasρ + κdρd)λJ, (11)

where κgas is the continuum Planck mean opacity of primordial
gas from Mayer & Duschl (2005), κd is the Planck mean opacity
of dust calculated in this paper, ρ and ρd are the densities
of gas and dust, respectively, and λJ is the Jeans length. The

Jeans length is the typical size of a dense core of a uniformly
collapsing spherical gas cloud (e.g., Larson 1969). If the gas is
optically thin (βesc = 1), it is possible to solve for the dust
temperature independently of D. However, for the optically
thick case, dust opacity will affect the solution and cause some
nonlinear dependence on D.

If the dust temperature becomes too high, the dust will subli-
mate. Different dust grains sublimate at different temperatures.
We simplify this effect by assuming that all grains sublimate
at Td = 1500 K, a typical temperature for non-carbon grains
(Schneider et al. 2006). We set κP = 0 when the dust sub-
limates. Also, when there is negligible dust heating from gas
collisions, the cosmic microwave background (CMB) provides
a temperature floor. We include this effect by modifying the dust
radiation rate to Λd(Td) − Λd(TCMB) (e.g., Schneider & Omukai
2010). We assume that TCMB = 50 K, corresponding to z ∼ 15.

In summary, the inputs into this model are the gas properties
n and T and the dust properties κP, S, and D. The output is a dust
temperature Td with a corresponding cooling rate Λd. In Figure 2,
we show a representative calculation of Λd using dust model 1
andD = 10−7. Our simple thermal model is sufficient to capture
many important features of a full thermal evolution calculation
(Omukai et al. 2005; Schneider et al. 2006). For example, we
see that dust cooling becomes comparable to adiabatic heating
at densities �1010−12 cm−3; the smaller grains in the shock size
distribution increase gas cooling; and opacity begins to shut off
dust cooling at densities �1014 cm−3. Note that the T = 2000 K
lines terminate at n = 1013 cm−3 because the dust sublimates
when it reaches 1500 K.

3.2. Critical Dust-to-gas Ratio

Following Schneider et al. (2012a), we define the critical
dust-to-gas ratio Dcrit as the minimum mass fraction of dust that
causes gas fragmentation. We solve for this in a manner similar
to Bromm & Loeb (2003), by finding the dust-to-gas ratio such
that

Λd = Γad, (12)

where Λd is given by Equation (7) and Γad is the adiabatic
compressional heating rate, given by

Γad 	 1.5n
kBT

tff
, (13)

where tff is the free-fall time. Schneider et al. (2012a) show that
this method of finding the dust-to-gas ratio gives a Dcrit that is
very close to a full calculation that accounts for other thermal
effects in the gas. Also note that the value of Dcrit depends on the
gas density and temperature. Following Schneider et al. (2012a),
we use a gas density of n = 1012 cm−3 and gas temperature of
T = 1000 K as our fiducial values (but see Section 3.4).

3.3. Critical Silicon Abundance

Given a dust composition with a corresponding Dcrit, we
can calculate the minimum amount of silicon required for gas
fragmentation. To do this, we write two expressions for the mass
fraction of Si at the critical point.

The fraction of silicon in the dust is given by

MSi

Mdust
Dcrit, (14)

where MSi is the mass of silicon in the dust, Mdust is the total
mass of dust, and Dcrit is the critical dust-to-gas ratio. Note that
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Figure 2. Ratio between dust cooling rate and adiabatic heating rate as a function
of gas density and temperature for dust model 1 and D = 10−7. Top panel shows
the standard size distribution, bottom panel the shock size distribution. Dotted
lines correspond to dust cooling when βesc = 1, while solid lines correspond to
dust cooling with dust and gas opacity included. For T = 2000 K, the cooling
terminates around n = 1013 cm−3 because the dust sublimates. The solid
black line indicates where dust cooling is equal to adiabatic heating, and the
intersection with the colored lines indicates densities and temperatures where
Dcrit = 10−7.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

MSi and Mdust depend on the specific dust model used, and the
ratios MSi/Mdust for our dust models are given in Table 1. The
fraction of silicon in the gas is given by

μSi nSi,crit

μnH
, (15)

where μSi is the molecular weight of silicon (28.1mp), μ is
the molecular weight of the gas, nSi,crit is the number density

of silicon at the critical point, and nH is the hydrogen number
density.

We now assume that these two fractions are equal. In other
words, we assume that all silicon present in the gas cloud is
locked up in dust. This maximizes the amount of dust and
provides the most conservative way to calculate a critical silicon
threshold. Setting Equations (14) and (15) equal and rewriting
them in terms of an abundance, we obtain

log
nSi,crit

nH
= logDcrit + log

(
μ

μSi

)
+ log

(
MSi

Mdust

)
, (16)

and we can find [Si/H]crit by subtracting the solar abundances
from Asplund et al. (2009).3 A star whose measured [Si/H] is
less than [Si/H]crit thus has a sub-critical D, too low to trigger
dust-induced gas fragmentation.

In Figure 3, we show the effect of varying the size distribution
and the dust composition on the dust cooling solution at the
fiducial gas density and temperature of n = 1012 cm−3 and
T = 1000 K. Table 1 shows the numerical values for [Si/H]crit.
The differences between chemical compositions are quite small,
but changing the size distribution makes a very large difference.
In particular, Dcrit and [Si/H]crit for the shocked size distribution
are about an order of magnitude lower for all the different
chemical models. This is a direct result of differences in the
average cross section S, as a larger S causes the grains to
heat up more quickly (Schneider et al. 2006). In contrast,
changing the chemical composition mostly affects κP, but the
steep temperature dependence of dust cooling (Equation (3))
implies that large changes in κP can be compensated by relatively
small changes in Td. For comparison, in Figure 3 we show the
Dcrit calculated in Schneider et al. (2012a), where the dotted
line indicates Dcrit = 4.4 × 10−9 and the shaded box indicates
Dcrit ∈ [2.6, 6.3] × 10−9. The range in Dcrit corresponds to
differences just in the grain size distribution/cross section. Most
of the dust models in Schneider et al. (2012a) are composed
primarily of carbon dust, and the similarity inDcrit between these
models and our silicate dust models emphasizes that changing
the dust composition produces only a small effect compared
to changing the grain size distribution. Many previous authors
have also noted the importance of the dust grain size distribution
in determining the cooling properties of dust (e.g., Omukai et al.
2005; Hirashita & Omukai 2009).

3.4. Population II Star-forming Environments

The critical dust-to-gas ratio, Dcrit, is a function of the
ambient gas density and temperature in the regions where
second-generation, Population II star formation takes place.
Their physical conditions are still rather uncertain, as opposed
to the well-defined initial conditions for Population III star
formation (Bromm 2013). Thus far we have assumed a fiducial
density and temperature of n ∼ 1012 cm−3 and T ∼ 1000 K
where dust cooling will certainly be important (Omukai et al.
2005; Schneider et al. 2012a). This naturally corresponds to the
protostellar disks explored in simulations (Clark et al. 2008,
2011; Stacy et al. 2010; Greif et al. 2011; Dopcke et al. 2013).
However, other Population II star-forming environments may
also achieve high densities, with likely environments including
the turbulent cores of atomic cooling halos (Wise & Abel 2007;
Greif et al. 2008; Safranek-Shrader et al. 2012) or the post-shock
region of a supernova (Mackey et al. 2003; Salvaterra et al. 2004;

3 [X/Y] = log10(NX/NY )∗ − log10(NX/NY )� for element X,Y.
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Figure 3. Differences in dust properties at the critical point for a gas density
of n = 1012 cm−3 and temperature T = 1000 K for the eight dust models
in Table 1. From top to bottom: equilibrium dust temperature, Planck mean
opacity at the equilibrium dust temperature, dust geometric cross section,
critical dust-to-gas ratio, and critical silicon abundance. Differences across
chemical compositions are relatively small, but differences across different size
distributions are very large. The Dcrit from the shock size distribution is similar
to the Dcrit range from Schneider et al. (2012a) (dotted line and shaded box in
fourth panel).

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Nagakura et al. 2009; Chiaki et al. 2013b). To provide a broader
view, we consider how dust could impact these environments
by estimating their maximum densities and temperatures.

We do not expect Population II stars to form in the first dark
matter minihalos since Population III supernova evacuate much
of the gas from the minihalo, preventing future star formation
(Whalen et al. 2008). However, a ∼108 M� dark matter halo can
cool efficiently through Lyα lines (Wise & Abel 2007; Greif
et al. 2008). These atomic cooling halos are supersonically
turbulent, which can cause densities as high as 106 cm−3

(Safranek-Shrader et al. 2012). The virial temperatures of these

Figure 4. Dcrit as a function of gas density and temperature for dust model 1.
Other dust models are qualitatively similar. Left: standard distribution. Right:
shock distribution. Horizontal dashed lines indicate the CMB and dust subli-
mation temperatures. Dotted line shows the analytical approximation for dust
cooling at Dcrit = 10−7.5 from Schneider et al. (2012a). Thick slanted dashed
lines indicate Jeans masses of 10 M� and 1 M�.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

halos are quite high (∼104 K), but H2 cooling can reduce
the temperature to ∼400 K (Oh & Haiman 2002; Safranek-
Shrader et al. 2012). These conditions will not be sufficient
for dust fragmentation (Omukai et al. 2005; Schneider et al.
2012a). However, at the center of these halos gas can continue
collapsing, eventually forming into protostellar disks.

An additional way to obtain a density enhancement is through
a supernova shockwave. The supernova shell and post-shock
region can achieve density enhancements of 104 above the
ambient ISM density (Mackey et al. 2003). Thus, the maximum
density achievable in a shell may be around 106 cm−3, which will
again be too low to immediately fragment through dust cooling.
However, shell instabilities may still cause fragmentation, and
subsequent collapse may cause dust-induced low-mass star
formation (Salvaterra et al. 2004; Nagakura et al. 2009; Chiaki
et al. 2013b).

It is clear that in these environments, dust cannot cause
widespread fragmentation until the disk stage of collapse.
However, our density estimates of these environments are rather
crude, and future studies may find other Population II star-
forming environments with extremely high densities. Also, there
will certainly be variations in the density and temperature in a
protostellar disk. Thus, for completeness, we show how Dcrit
varies with density and temperature in Figure 4. It is clear that
Dcrit (and thus [Si/H]crit) is somewhat sensitive to the choice
of density and temperature. We also show the analytic scaling
of Dcrit derived in Schneider et al. (2012a) as dotted lines in
Figure 4 (using logDcrit = −7.5). This scaling matches our
calculation well at higher gas temperatures, as expected based
on the approximation Td = 0 used to derive the formula.

We note that we use a simple thermal model that only
considers adiabatic heating and dust thermal cooling. Thus, the
Dcrit values in Figure 4 should be treated as guidelines that
approximate what would be obtained from a more complete
thermal model or from simulations.
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Figure 5. Silicon and iron abundances for our sample compiled from the SAGA
database (Suda et al. 2008; Frebel 2010; Yong et al. 2013). We include our
new silicon abundance measurement for HE 0557−4840 and upper limits for
HE 0107−5240 and HE 1327−2326. We show typical errors on the abundance
measurements in the top left corner. We plot critical silicon abundances
calculated for n = 1012 cm−3 and T = 1000 K, indicated by the dashed
horizontal lines. The green dashed lines are computed using the standard size
distribution, and the red lines are computed with the shock size distribution.
The black line indicates [Si/Fe] = 0 as a reference. Five stars are emphasized
by larger black symbols. The black squares are, from low to high [Fe/H]:
HE 1327−2326 (Frebel et al. 2008), HE 0107−5240 (Christlieb et al. 2004),
and HE 0557−4840 (Norris et al. 2007). The black pentagon is HE 1424−0241
(Cohen et al. 2008). The black diamond is SDSS J1029151+1729 (Caffau et al.
2011). The blue hexagons show the three most iron-poor DLAs from Cooke
et al. (2011) and the upper limits from Simcoe et al. (2012) (see Section 6).

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

4. COMPARISON WITH METAL-POOR
STAR ABUNDANCES

We now compare the critical silicon abundances for star-
forming gas, as derived from all eight of our silicon-based
dust models with both grain size distributions, to abundance
measurements of metal-poor stars. We evaluate [Si/H]crit at
n = 1012 cm−3 and T = 1000 K (Figure 3 and Table 1).

We use metal-poor halo stars and dwarf galaxy stars with
[Fe/H] < −3.5 taken from the literature (Suda et al. 2008;
Frebel 2010; Yong et al. 2013). References to individual
abundances can be found for all but the most iron-poor stars in
the SAGA database (Suda et al. 2008). Figure 5 shows [Si/H]
as a function of [Fe/H] for our stars. For consistency, we use
abundances derived from one-dimensional (1D) LTE stellar
atmosphere models (but see further discussion below). The
horizontal dashed lines indicate the critical silicon abundances
from our dust models. The lines are colored by size distribution:
green lines correspond to the standard size distribution, and red
lines correspond to the shock size distribution. As previewed
in Figure 3, the critical silicon abundances are higher for the
standard size distribution by almost an order of magnitude, but
variation between different chemical compositions is relatively
low and less than 0.3 dex. For reference, we also show the
solar silicon-to-iron ratio as a thin black line. As can be seen,
the stellar abundances cover a large range in the diagram.

Stars with [Fe/H] > −4.0 have typical α-abundance ratios
of [Si/Fe] ∼ 0.4 and higher, albeit with one exception. For
this study, stars with [Fe/H] � −4.5 or [Si/H] � −4.5 are of
particular interest. Indeed, there are several objects in this range
that we use as test objects for our modeling of dust cooling in
the earliest star-forming environments. The higher-metallicity
stars are unfortunately not usable in this context as they likely
formed at a later time from gas that already contained enough
metals for cooling.

We note that silicon abundance measurements can be chal-
lenging in the most metal-poor stars given the overall weakness
of absorption lines. Moreover, the strongest Si line at 3905 Å
is blended with a molecular CH line. As most of these stars are
carbon enhanced, Si abundances or upper limits are difficult to
derive. As a result, HE 0557−4840 ([Fe/H] = −4.7, Norris
et al. 2007, 2012), HE 1327−2326 ([Fe/H] = −5.7, Frebel
et al. 2005, 2006, 2008), and HE 0107−5240 ([Fe/H] = −5.4,
Christlieb et al. 2002, 2004; Bessell et al. 2004) do not have
published silicon abundances or (tight) upper limits. From hav-
ing available spectra of these objects, we used the spectrum
synthesis technique (see, e.g., Frebel & Norris 2013 for fur-
ther details) and published stellar parameters and carbon abun-
dances (Norris et al. 2007; Frebel et al. 2005; Christlieb et al.
2002) to derive a silicon abundance for HE 0557−4840 and
upper limits for HE 1327−2326 and HE 0107−5240. For
HE 0557−4840, the silicon line is somewhat distorted in ad-
dition to the carbon blend, but two different spectra yield a
consistent result of [Si/H] = −4.85 ± 0.2. For HE 0107−5240
and HE 1327−2326, a visual examination of the spectra shows
no apparent absorption at 3905 Å, although again there is a
strong CH feature very close to the position of the Si line.
Our newly determined upper limits are [Si/H] < −5.5 for
HE 0107−5240 and [Si/H] < −5.4 for HE 1327−2326. In the
case of HE 0107−5240, we thus found a much improved limit
compared to an equivalent-width-based upper limit (Christlieb
et al. 2004).

Before comparing our critical silicon abundances to those
observed in the metal-poor stars, it is important to briefly
consider effects on abundances derived from 1D LTE model
atmospheres, which can yield different abundances compared to
using more physical three-dimensional (3D) LTE hydrodynamic
models or carrying out additional NLTE corrections. Although
the carbon and oxygen abundances derived from 3D models
have abundance corrections of order +0.5 dex, the available
3D iron and silicon abundances appear to be within +0.2 dex
of the 1D abundances (Collet et al. 2006; Caffau et al. 2011).
However, NLTE effects on 1D abundances can increase the
silicon abundances in metal-poor stars by 0.2–0.5 dex when
Teff > 5500 K. This effect becomes larger as stars become hotter
(Shi et al. 2009; Zhang et al. 2011). Of the interesting stars,
HE 1327−2326 (Teff = 6180 K) and SDSS J1029151+1729
(Teff = 5811 K) may be affected. But since only the most
iron-poor stars have 3D LTE abundances available, we show
the 1D LTE abundances of all stars in Figure 5. We then
assume that within the given error bars, these abundances are
reasonably accurately describing the Si and Fe content of the
stars, especially relative to each other.

In Figure 5, the three black squares are HE 1327−2326,
HE 0107−5240, and HE 0557−4840. These stars all have
silicon abundances that fall below the critical lines for
the standard size distribution, showing that they could not have
formed from gas cooled by silicon-based dust of this size distri-
bution. Furthermore, HE 0107−5240 and HE 1327−2326 have
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silicon upper limits that are even slightly below the critical sil-
icon abundances derived from the shock size distribution. This
suggests that both of these stars did not form because of the
agency of silicon-based dust cooling at all, but instead relied on
some other mechanism to enable low-mass star formation.

The star HE 1424−0241 is also interesting because of an
abnormally low silicon abundance, [Si/Fe] = −1.00, despite its
somewhat higher iron abundance ([Fe/H] = −3.96; Cohen et al.
2008) compared to the stars described above. It also has only
an upper limit on the carbon abundance and anomalously low
[Ca/Fe] and [Ti/Fe] abundance, but significant enhancements
in [Mn/Fe] and [Co/Fe]. This star is shown as the black
pentagon in Figure 5. It also falls beneath the critical silicon
abundances derived from the standard size distribution. While
this is certainly interesting in the context of testing for cooling
mechanisms, it may be possible that this star’s abundance pattern
does not reflect nucleosynthesis products of typical supernovae,
as such a low Si abundance has never before been found in
similar metal-poor stars (Cohen et al. 2008).

There is another interesting star with low iron, SDSS
J1029151+1729 (Caffau et al. 2011; [Fe/H] = −4.73, black
diamond in Figure 5). It has [Si/H] = −4.3 which places it
above the critical silicon values for all of our models. This star
is also not carbon-enhanced (see further discussion in Section 5),
and it has previously been suggested that this star formed from
dust-cooled gas (Schneider et al. 2012b; Klessen et al. 2012).
Our results agree with this finding.

Overall, from Figure 5, it is apparent that within our frame-
work, the four stars falling beneath the standard size distribu-
tion’s critical silicon abundances are unable to have formed in
a cloud cooled by silicate dust with a Milky Way grain size
distribution. Thus, the fragmentation seen in simulations using
metallicity-scaled Milky Way dust (e.g., Omukai et al. 2010;
Dopcke et al. 2013) cannot explain the formation of these four
stars.4 It follows that either this type of dust is not an accurate
model of dust in the early universe, or the presence of such dust
in early gas clouds was subject to stochastic events (e.g., indi-
vidual supernovae), only rarely leading to the cooling required
for star formation to occur.

5. TWO PATHWAYS FOR EARLY LOW-MASS
STAR FORMATION?

In Section 4, and assuming the suppression of carbon-based
dust, we found that some stars apparently cannot form from
gas cooled by only silicon-based dust. In a broader context, it
is then interesting to consider the relative importance of dust
thermal cooling and carbon/oxygen fine-structure line cooling.
We can derive new constraints on a star’s formation process
by considering its silicon abundance in conjunction with Dtrans
from Frebel et al. (2007). Hence, we calculate Dtrans for our star
sample with the updated formula from Frebel & Norris (2013):

Dtrans = log(10[C/H] + 0.9 × 10[O/H]). (17)

To emphasize our notation, note the difference between D,
which represents a dust-to-gas ratio, and Dtrans, which is the
transition discriminant of Frebel et al. (2007).

4 As a consistency check: we calculate Dcrit of ∼10−7.5 for the standard size
distribution. The Milky Way dust-to-gas ratio is ∼10−2 (Draine 2011). Thus,
when scaling by Z/Z� = 10−5 this is above Dcrit, but when scaling by
Z/Z� = 10−6 this is below Dcrit. This matches the simulation results of
Omukai et al. (2010) and Dopcke et al. (2013).

Figure 6. Dtrans vs. [Si/H] for our sample of stars using 1D LTE abundances.
The shaded red and green bars are the range of critical silicon abundances
shown in Figure 5. The critical Dtrans value and errors are shown as dashed
and dotted horizontal black lines. The four stars that fall to the left of the green
bar likely cannot form through dust cooling, while the star that falls below the
dashed line likely cannot form through fine-structure cooling. This is evidence
that both dust cooling and fine-structure cooling can be relevant for low-mass
star formation. It is also tentative evidence that fine-structure cooling and dust
cooling are mutually exclusive.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

In Figure 6, we show Dtrans as a function of the silicon
abundance. Stars that have both carbon and oxygen abundances
available are plotted in black. Following Frebel & Norris
(2013), stars missing either carbon or oxygen are plotted in
red, with a vertical bar denoting the Dtrans range corresponding
to −0.7 < [C/O] < +0.2.

The four stars with the lowest silicon abundances appear to all
have large carbon abundances, placing them above the critical
Dtrans value of −3.5. SDSS J1029151+1729, however, has a
relatively high silicon abundance (at [Si/H] = −4.3) and a low
carbon abundance placing it below the critical Dtrans = −3.5
level. This combination of low Si/high C and high Si/low
C abundances is an interesting finding that warrants further
exploration in future work. However, if dust in the early universe
is silicon based, then the currently available data suggest a
bifurcation in the dominant cooling mechanisms of the gas
clouds that produced these low-mass stars. This lends support
to the arguments made by Norris et al. (2013), who suggest
different paths of star formation for carbon-enhanced metal-
poor stars ([C/Fe] > 0.7) and those that do not show such a
significant overabundance of carbon relative to iron. After all,
nearly a quarter of extremely metal-poor stars with [Fe/H] <
−2.5 are carbon enhanced (e.g., Beers & Christlieb 2005), with
the carbon-rich fraction increasing with decreasing [Fe/H].

We thus further examine the physics driving these two
potential pathways, which may guide future work toward
clarifying the emerging bimodal picture of first low-mass star
formation. We start by considering gas collapse within an atomic
cooling halo (Wise & Abel 2007; Greif et al. 2008). Here, a
bifurcation occurs in two different pathways depending on the
fragmentation properties of the gas. A schematic view of these
two pathways is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Two potential pathways for low-mass metal-poor star formation. We
start with a collapsing gas cloud on the left. In the dynamic pathway, fine-
structure cooling induces vigorous fragmentation into many sub-clumps (e.g.,
Bromm et al. 2001). Many-body dynamics can then cause the ejection of a
protostar from its parent cloud, creating a low-mass star without dust cooling.
In the thermal pathway, the absence of fine-structure cooling causes the entire
cloud to collapse without experiencing subfragmentation. The center of the
cloud forms a protostellar disk with high density, and dust cooling causes
low-mass fragmentation in the disk (e.g., Dopcke et al. 2013).

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

In the first pathway, a large collapsing gas cloud under-
goes vigorous fragmentation into many medium-mass clumps
(Bromm et al. 2001; Safranek-Shrader et al. 2014). The presence
of an LW background from the first stars (e.g., Ciardi et al. 2000)
prevents molecular hydrogen from dominating the cooling rate,
and thus fine-structure cooling is required to enable fragmen-
tation at these intermediate densities (Safranek-Shrader et al.
2014). The result is a strongly clustered star formation mode,
where typical stars may grow to masses �10 M�, but also lead-
ing to a retinue of lower-mass cluster members. Specifically,
many-body gravitational interactions may eject some of these
protostars from their parent clouds, thus shutting off further ac-
cretion, so that they remain at low masses. We call this mode
the “dynamic pathway,” which could be reflected in the carbon-
enhanced metal-poor stars. Alternatively, the atomic carbon may
condense into dust grains at high densities, inducing gas frag-
mentation (Chiaki et al. 2013a).

The second pathway involves monolithic collapse of a Jeans-
unstable gas cloud. In the absence of significant fine-structure
cooling, the gas just continues to collapse until a protostellar disk
forms at the center of the cloud (e.g., Clark et al. 2008). The LW
background prevents fragmentation at intermediate densities
from molecular hydrogen cooling (Safranek-Shrader et al.
2014). In the disk, the density is high enough for dust cooling
to be significant, and the disk fragments into low-mass clumps
(Dopcke et al. 2013). We call this the “thermal pathway” and
note that rotation support is critical for providing an environment
that is stable for longer than the gravitational free-fall time
(Tohline 1980; Clark et al. 2008). Although the LW background
inhibits fragmentation from molecular cooling, it is possible
that other processes could cause additional fragmentation away
from the center of the halo. For example, a shell instability in a
supernova shock may cause fragmentation, creating additional
star clusters in the atomic cooling halo (e.g., Salvaterra et al.
2004; Nagakura et al. 2009; Chiaki et al. 2013b).

While our two-pathway interpretation is still largely qualita-
tive at this stage, the current body of metal-poor stellar abun-
dance data can only be satisfactorily explained with such dif-
ferent star formation processes occurring in the early universe.
Future modeling of gas cooling and metal mixing processes will
shed more light on the matter. Additional discoveries of metal-
poor stars with iron, carbon, oxygen, and silicon abundance
measurements and upper limits will greatly help to confirm
or refute this two-pathway theory by populating the parameter
space presented in Figure 6.

6. DAMPED Lyα HOSTS

Chemical abundances of DLA systems have the potential to
help us understand the star formation environment that may
have hosted these early metal-poor stars. DLAs have indeed
been hypothesized to be observational probes of the environment
where metal-poor Population II stars may form (e.g., Cooke et al.
2011 and references within). They may also be able to constrain
the Population III initial mass function (Kulkarni et al. 2013).
Most DLAs observed to date have [Fe/H] > −3.5 (Cooke
et al. 2011), but recently a high-redshift DLA candidate has
been discovered with only upper limits on metal abundances
(Simcoe et al. 2012). There has also been evidence that gas may
remain very pristine at lower redshifts as well (Fumagalli et al.
2011).

We show the chemical abundances of the three most iron-
poor DLAs from Cooke et al. (2011) and the upper limits from
Simcoe et al. (2012) as blue hexagons in Figures 5 and 6. The
three DLAs from Cooke et al. (2011) have abundances that fall
within the scatter of the more metal-rich stars of our sample,
which is consistent with the interpretation that these DLAs could
be the formation sites of the metal-poor stars in our halo. The
DLA candidate from Simcoe et al. (2012) has abundance limits
at the critical values of both the fine-structure and dust cooling
criteria. This could be interpreted such that neither dust nor
fine-structure line cooling has operated in this system, leading
to no low-mass star formation. However, the nature of this DLA
remains somewhat ambiguous (Simcoe et al. 2012), so this
interpretation may need to be revised. Future observations of
metal-poor DLAs will show whether additional systems can be
found with such low abundances, and whether any will be below
the critical silicon and carbon/oxygen abundances as presented
in this paper. In fact, more metal-poor DLAs would greatly
help to further constrain the formation environment of the most
metal-poor stars in the Milky Way halo.

7. CAVEATS

7.1. Impact of Carbon Dust

The most important assumption in our work is that dust in
the early universe is largely silicon based. If large amounts of
non-silicate dust are produced, then the critical silicon abun-
dance may not be suitable for testing dust cooling with the most
metal-poor stars. In particular, as mentioned in Section 2.2 and
discussed in Cherchneff & Dwek (2010), significant amounts
of carbon dust may form if carbon-rich regions are not mi-
croscopically mixed with helium ions in the supernova ejecta.
Cherchneff & Dwek (2010) calculate an upper limit on carbon
dust produced in this situation by assuming no mixing between
the carbon and helium layers. 95% of the carbon-rich/oxygen-
poor layer is depleted for a total of 0.0145 M� of carbon dust,
or about 10% of the final dust mass in dust models 1 and 2.

The level of mixing, and thus how much carbon dust is
produced, depends on many variables, including the nature of the
supernova. Thus, we recompute [Si/H]crit for our dust models
after adding different amounts of carbon dust directly to the
dust models in Table 1. The results are shown in Figure 8. The
general shape is logarithmic, corresponding to the silicon mass
term in Equation (16). Changes in Dcrit affect [Si/H]crit mostly
at low carbon fractions.

When ∼20% of the dust mass is in carbon, there is a ∼0.2 dex
shift down in [Si/H]crit (see Figure 8). This does not significantly
affect our conclusions from Section 4. However, it complicates
our interpretation in Section 5 (see Figure 6) as the carbon
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Figure 8. Critical silicon abundance for our eight dust models as a function of carbon dust fraction. The general shape is dominated by the silicon mass term in
Equation (16), with only minor contributions from the change in Dcrit.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

cannot be directly associated with fine-structure cooling. Above
∼50% dust mass in carbon, [Si/H]crit shifts down by �0.5 dex.
As a consequence, silicon is no longer a useful element for
empirically evaluating the role of dust.

In principle, the methodology described in Section 3.3 could
be applied to derive critical abundances for carbon dust. An
upper limit on the critical carbon abundance can be found
by assuming pure carbon dust. We find [C/H]crit,max ∼ −4.9
for the standard size distribution and ∼ − 5.8 for the shock
size distribution. These thresholds are so low that falsifying a
carbon dust theory is observationally intractable at the present
time. We estimate that [C/H] � −5 could be measured for
a suitable bright, cool (T ∼ 4600 K) giant if the signal-
to-noise ratio is over 300. This is at the edge of current
telescope capabilities, but spectrographs on the next generation
of extremely large telescopes (e.g., GCLEF on GMT) should
enable observations of extremely low carbon abundances. Thus,
although testing carbon dust with a critical carbon criterion is
currently impractical, it may be accessible in the future.

7.2. Other Considerations

Unlike Schneider et al. (2012b), we do not fit separate su-
pernova yields to individual stellar abundance patterns. How-
ever, we have verified that the supernova abundances fall within
the abundance range of known metal-poor stars (Frebel 2010).
Different supernova yields would affect the dust compositions
computed by the Cherchneff & Dwek (2010) models. In partic-
ular, if the ejecta were to be very abundant in carbon, regions of
unmixed carbon are more probable and thus larger amounts of
carbon dust would form.

We chose two simple grain size distributions to derive
our critical silicon abundances instead of calculating them
specifically for our dust models. In doing so, we made the
simplifying assumption that all types of dust follow the same
size distribution. This assumption is likely not accurate as
different chemical species condense to different initial sizes and
undergo different amounts of destruction in a supernova reverse
shock (e.g., Todini & Ferrara 2001; Bianchi & Schneider 2007;
Nozawa et al. 2007; Silvia et al. 2010). Since different grain
chemical species may not be in thermal equilibrium with each

other due to their low density, it may be important to treat
grain types separately instead of lumping them together into
a single dust model as is typically done in the literature, as
well as in this paper. We also note that although smaller dust
grains lead to more efficient gas cooling, the supernova reverse
shocks generally responsible for breaking up dust grains also
completely destroy a significant fraction of the dust (Bianchi &
Schneider 2007; Silvia et al. 2010).

We did not consider grain growth, which can create signifi-
cantly more dust (Chiaki et al. 2013a). However, at low metallic-
ities, this is not important for our fiducial density of 1012 cm−3

(Hirashita & Omukai 2009). We also neglected the effect of in-
creased H2 formation on the surfaces of dust grains. However,
the increased H2 cooling should be roughly balanced by the heat
released in forming H2 (e.g., Omukai et al. 2010; Glover 2013;
Dopcke et al. 2013). We do not expect that including this effect
would significantly change the critical silicon abundances, but
it may be relevant for causing additional fragmentation in the
thermal pathway (Safranek-Shrader et al. 2014).

8. CONCLUSION

We have computed critical silicon abundances using the
silicon-based dust models in Cherchneff & Dwek (2010). We
found that different dust chemical compositions introduce only
small variations (∼0.2 dex) in the critical silicon abundance,
but assumptions about the size distribution can produce an
order-of-magnitude difference, with smaller grains being much
more effective at cooling the gas (Figure 3). At the densities
and temperatures associated with protostellar disks, the critical
silicon abundance is [Si/H] = −4.5 ± 0.1 for a standard Milky
Way grain size distribution and [Si/H] = −5.3 ± 0.1 for a
shocked grain size distribution. Other Population II star-forming
environments are not likely to be influenced by dust because
their densities are too low.

We then compare our critical silicon abundances to chemical
abundances of metal-poor stars. For the standard Milky Way
grain size distribution, four of the nine stars with [Fe/H] < −4.0
and three of the four stars with [Fe/H] � −4.5 have silicon
abundances too low to be explained by silicon-based dust
cooling. All stars that cannot form through silicon-based dust
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cooling satisfy the Dtrans criterion, with the possible exception
of HE 1424−0241 (Figures 5 and 6).

In fact, two stars have silicon abundances below even the
critical silicon abundances for the shocked size distribution,
suggesting that silicon-based dust may not have played a
dominant role in their formation. With the caution required in
interpreting a small sample of stars, we thus see hints of two
distinct pathways for the formation of low-mass metal-poor stars
in the early universe. One pathway depends on fine-structure
cooling, and the other depends on dust cooling (Figure 7).

The most important uncertainty in this analysis is the pro-
duction of carbon dust, which can occur if carbon-rich regions
of supernova ejecta are not microscopically mixed with helium
ions. If significant amounts of carbon dust can form, the critical
silicon abundance will decrease (Figure 8). If carbon dust is less
than 20% of the total dust mass, the critical silicon abundances
shift by less than 0.2 dex and our comparison with data is not
significantly affected. However, if more of the dust is in carbon,
the critical silicon abundance may not be a good criterion to
evaluate dust cooling, and our interpretation of Figures 5 and 6
may need revisiting. A more complete understanding of micro-
scopic mixing and dust formation in Population III supernova
ejecta may allow us to better determine a carbon dust fraction.

Given these results, we note that many potentially interesting
metal-poor stars in the literature do not have silicon abundances
measured. We encourage observers to consider measurements
of silicon abundances or upper limits, both in future data and
in currently available spectra. Additional discoveries of metal-
poor DLAs may furthermore help to understand the birth clouds
of metal-poor stars in the early universe. Only with more data
can we observationally evaluate this and other potential models
for the formation of the most metal-poor stars.
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